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About This Game

Cave Adventures is a dynamic game where you have to take on the role of a cute monster who can not escape from captivity in
a parallel universe. Your task is to pass the levels in 10 seconds, without dying from a variety of obstacles in the form of thorns,

bonfires and huge chasms to pleasant music, but do not think that everything will be so simple. Just check your reaction in an
endless mode, jumping over the abyss, dial as much as possible!
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Title: Cave Adventures
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Nekyau Games
Publisher:
Nekyau
Release Date: 21 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel celeron

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 480

Storage: 120 MB available space
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Early Access Abandon-ware; don't buy it.. I am shocked with the end!!! Didn’t imagine this!. I was quite happy to see this gem
made it to steam and bought it immediately.

It's a rather obvious hommage of The Binding of Isaac and it's influences. You'll recognize a lot of things quickly, if you are
familiar with BoI. There is, however, a crucial difference: The Madness of little Emma is a platformer, which adds a refreshing
spin to it.

There are already plenty of items in this game and it is possible to see what they do by pressing Esc and going into the items
menu, which removes a bit of the guessing game and makes it easier to learn the ropes.

As far as the enemies are concerened, most patterns are easy to learn, though, not surprisingly, there are some that need some
getting used to, as well as those that very likely need some tweaking.

There's also an insanity meter in this game. The higher it goes, the faster enemies become and the earlier more difficult
ones\/variants spawn.

Personally, I only experienced a glitch and one crash\/freeze, but I'm fairly confident that those will be fixed\/tracked down
quickly, since a look at the discussions shows that the dev is communicating closely with the community to get rid of those
problems.

This game also comes with a very good soundtrack as far as I am concerened, so all in all I heartily recommend it.

Finally: This is my first review, so i hope I managed to touch upon the important points.. Game was abandoned by the
developers right after it's release.
Easy 10 bugs for the developers.Don't buy.. If you are looking for a quick, short, fun, clever puzzle/platformer, this might be for
you. This game took me about 3 hours to complete. I was already at Chapter 4 (out of 8) 45 minutes in.

Pros:
- Beautiful art
- I really like the protagonist's voice
- Snail mechanics

For 5 bucks.... boy, I don't know. I'd say it's worth it. This isn't a MUST PLAY game, but if you're looking for a quick
puzzle/platformer, I think this is perfect.
3/5. Nice little game, hard as ***** :D. m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-MARILYN. It is free and it is fun for
me...easy to play while doing other things or a bit distracted!. absolutely broken/unplayable. hard crashed in the tutorial
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quot;iBomber Attack" is similar to something you would have seen on a Flash games arcade site back in Flash Player's glory
days and performs about as slowly in fullscreen. Windowed mode makes the game run a lot more smoothly and even slightly
faster, making the game a slight bit more challenging... though it's easy to win no matter what (at least in the early levels). I quit
after only a few minutes because the game simply didn't hold my attention. The game mechanics weren't designed in favor of
the AI, making you, the player, way too overpowered. I also didn't like the theme or setting of the game, but that's most just
personal preference. Overall, it's just too boring to recommend at any price, but if you want something like this, you're not going
to let me stop you.. This game has potencial,needs a bigger playerbase.... may start to get boring at first but keep playing its an
extremely fun, easy, and satisfying game. This game was truely amazing back when I played it on Xbox 360, but this game is
completely and utterly DEAD. When a game that's almost entirely multiplayer no longer has anyone playing it, it dies a true
death the likes of which a single player game never could. I honestly don't know why they still sell it on STEAM. If you
accidently buy this game I suggest you ask for your money back.. Use your brain, that's for sure.. Doorways feels like they had a
bunch of different ideas for horror games and tried to combine them all together, and it feels disjointed as a result. Worst of all?
It ends on a boss battle. As if you needed another moment to be pulled out of the suspense.

Despite its issues Doorways certainly has moments of fun, however slight it may be. You could pick a worse game to play on a
dark and stormy night, when all you’re looking for is a decent four to five hours exploring a weird world and solving a few
puzzles. It’s just too bad these mountains of flesh didn’t have stronger bones.. girls punching girls with hats its p good

buy if you like girls with hats punching

help zun and tasofro have a beer. Excellent models, very well made and cleanly modeled. They scream for a better lightmapping
system.
I advise anyone with even a fleeting interest in making futuristic game to download them for their collection.. The customization
is awesome. An entertaining documentary that provides a glimpse into the (often eccentric) people behind some of the most
entertaining and interesting indie games. It focuses heavily on the machinations that influences these developers' art.
Unexpectedly emotional - touching on personal loss and the unfortunate rise of misogyny and on-line abuse towards female,
homosexual, and transgender people in and around the industry of game development.

Well shot with a nice score. The streaming quality was superb.
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